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('S' shall signify the Interviewee aod 'M' the Interviewer.) 

M: Today's the 15th of September '95. Else before we get onto your presidency of the 

National Council of Women, [ just wanted to mention this little booklet by Mrs Munro. 

it's calJed 'The Policy of the National Council of Women ofSouth Africa, reflected in its 

resollllions. adopted since its foundation in 1909.' I think you suggested you were 

involved in compiling this document. The other thing I wanted to raise was the fact that 

in it's a very liberal statement of policy, it mentioned things like the fact that South Africa 

is one country, one peoplle, that every individual has the same basic needs, etcetera, 

etcetera. But there is one absence there that I noticed, and that is it doesn't actually cal I 

for a non-racial, universal suffrage and f just wondered if NCW had tackled that issue. 

S: NCW didn't tackle a lot of issues which dealt with separation of people because the 

policy of the NCW on that sort of issue wouJd be implicit in its resolutions. If you 

remember that NCW was founded as a non-racial organisation, that right from the start, 

and right through, it insisted that there should be no discrimination on the grounds of 

race, or sex. or re1igion, cr,eed and what have you. So as far as NCW was concerned, a lot 

of things didn't have to be stated because they had already been stated in the foundjng 

docmnent, so it was simply assumed by NCW people that because you didn't believe in 

any kind of discrimination, you believed in a universal sufferage, because we didn't 

believe in any kind of discrimination. we were against the Immorality Act. These things 

didn't actually get things stated unless something happened to make us state them and one 

oftbe reasons why this little bookletthatyou'vejust mentioned was written was because 
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we were asked that 'why hasn't NCW got a policy statement about this or that or the 

other?' And we said 'but it's implicit in our resolutions, because they are all non-racial.' 

So it became necessary to draw up this statement, this 1981 statement which is drawn up 

by a small committee at the 1981 conference which was held here in 'Maritzburg, and I 

was on that as the Branch president here at the time l think and ? Munroe. I think Eileen 

Murray, who was the National Advisor on laws, and State? But I can't remember who 

else. We drew that up in order to draw people's attention to the fact that if you look at the 

policy of NCW as a wholle, it's not necessary to reiterate statements about particular 

things, because it's there all the way through and it also meant that our own members 

were helped to remember that even if in the policy document, which lists every 

document, policy and resolution, passed by NCW since the first conference; if you didn't 

find a specific reference to your. let's say, the adoption of cruldren on a non-racial basis, 

if you looked at the resolutions which dealt with the option of children and you accepted 

our non-racial stance, then you knew what our adoption policy was as regards children of 

colour. It took a lot of arguing, it took a lot of discussion and I seem to remember that we 

didn't finish drawing this up until about one or two o'clock in the morning. To our 

surprise, which was accepted with acclaim and excitement by the conference and stood us 

in great stead at international conferences from then because we every and now and then 

we'd have the same question 'but you haven't said anything about suffrage.' And we 

would say 'look at our stance. Read our statement which draws it altogether, we believe 

in no discrimination. can we believe in no discrimination, then our stance is quite clear on 

all these issues. that's why.' It's - a~ she says at the end, it's not a comprehensive 

docwnent, it does not deal with all the portfolios and interests ofNCW but it does serve 

to show that particular qw~stion quite clearly and distinctly, r think. 

M: Well then could I raise aniother issue, alJied to that, and that is that the NCW seems to 

have clung very vigorously to its claim that it was not, in inverted commas, political, 

organisation. And in fact in 1992 the National president claimed that this was why NCW 

was not in fact invited to CODESA? And yet, in fact the NCW has always worked for 

change very much in the political arena. 

S: Yes, this is has been an arguing point, I suppose for 60, 70 years. There are people who 

say 'oh, but we're not involved in politics, ' but what they mean is 'we're not aligned to 
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any political party. There a.re people who say that they are not involved in politics, and 

they don't know what they mean. but for the majority of women who are actively 

involved in NCW, the women who were leaders, or national convenors. or whatever, we 

all accepted that if you were involved in anything which deals with the management of a 

community, the running of a community, you are involved in politics. Politics is the 

science of managing, running, communities, which - it was an ongoing battle, it was a 

battle J fought right through my presidency.' Ah but you're not involved in politics.' And 

I used to say 'But we a.re, and we always have been and always will be.' 

M: Well. I noticed that when you took over as President in '83, that there was a new note of 

political realism in the letters in NCW news, which in fact was lacking in earlier and even 

later letters. 

S: There was a 'Let's not get our hands dirty.' attitude which irritated some of us immensely. 

I had here in 'Maritzburg a really top class boa.rd of officers. Khosha Chingwala, who is 

now South African Ambassador in Rome, was one of our vice-presidents. 

M: I didn't know that she lived in 'Maritzburg. 

S: No, she didn't but she was Natal region. I invited two people from the Durban branch to 

join the Board here in ord,er to spread the responsibility and the interests and so on. So 

from the Durban branch there was Khoswa, who was invaluable, she is a remarkable 

women and there was Mary Phillips. They came up from Durban every time we had a 

Board meeting, which was once very ten days or so. sometimes once a week and we did 

decide that it was necessary for NCW ordinary members to realise what in fact NCW was 

all about. 

M: Do you think that the fact that £njd's policy statements the NCW never really articulated 

the business of a franchise and an non-racial constitution and those more overtly political 

issues, because possibly the larger group of your membership, was not sufficiently 

politically aware. Do you think that held you back? 

S: No, I don't think so. 1 don't think I do, I think it was simply that having fought for the 

women's vote, in the early years of the century in the early years of the century and 

having achieved that, the focus was on getting rid of.racial discrimination in all fields. 

M: And yet the vote was only for white women anyway. 

S: But it wasn't necessary to pinpoint that particular issue because we kept on reiterating 
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that we were against discrimination in any form. l don't think so, there were every now 

and then women who obviously didn't understand the breadths ofNCW's non-racialism 

and some of them having argued on various points, left the organisation. I remember an 

appalling meeting I addressed down the South Coast when a number of women were 

unable to accept what l was saying, in spite of the fact that I said 'It is there in NCW 

policy, it is there in our statement of intent - it is there in our Mission Statement, it's all 

there. 'Ohno. but if that's's the way NCW behaves then I'm going to leave.' And a fe"" 

women clid leave, but those who stayed, did accept we were a non-racial organisation. 

M: Right, thank you. Could you - would you like to talk now about your period as President. 

Particularly the campaigns you took up, what you were particularly interested in. what 

you found particularly stimulating, or daunting about the task? 

S: Yes. what J found daunting about the task was that NCW seemed to me to have reached a 

stage of stagnation perhaps is a strong word, but not reaJly looking at the issues which 

were becoming so desperately relevant On the portfolio system, NCW was always 

talking about issues which were coming up but they are ignoring what - to me and to my 

Board here. seemed to be the major issues of the time which were consti tutional 

problems, the arrival of the tricameral parliament, the horror oftbe fmmorality Act, the 

Mixed Marriages Act, which we had been against ever since it bad been promulgated but 

it became necessary to be - we thought. out Board thought. it became necessary to be 

more overtly active than previous boards had been which led to a fair amount of 

argument. One of our local members - when I say a fair amount of argument - I mean on 

a national scale, but one of our local people who was bitterly opposed to what we were 

doing was Gladys (but slhould be Gwyn) Barrett. Old Mrs Barrett. Professor Tony 

Barrett's mother, who had been a member of NCW since the year dot and she said I was 

dragging NCW into the public mire. It was words like, phrases like that and she was 

horrified. But although she opposed my Board bitterly in the beginning in our approach to 

trying to make our activities more visible, after about 6 or 7 months of our presidency. 

she turned up here at my house one day and said 'J have actually begun to realise what 

you are trying to do, I'm sorry I opposed you. T think you are perfectly right, I' ve now 

come to apologise.' Which is the kind of person she was and that really was quite superb, 

being a woman and easily emotionally upset, of course, I burst into tears. But I think that 
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was, or course, an indication that what we were trying to do was tum the organisation 

fairly on its head as far as the older members were concerns. A lot of people didn't 

accept it. So we had quite a battle. But slowly people came round and they were 

registering at branches, and we said 'yes, aJI right I do understand what you're doing and I 

think this approach is probably overdue, let's get going.' So the change situation in the 

presidential letters and the language used in NCW news. ja, it was real. 

M: I don't think it continued though after your presidency ended. in fact... 

S: No - '86, I think. ja, I thirnk '86 was when Linda Bradwell took over and interestingly 

enough, Johannesburg has always been a reasonably conservative section ofNCW. the 

liveliest section of NCW was Cape Town. Port Elizabeth. East London. 

M: That's very interesting beC'ause it's exactly opposite in Black Sash. 

S: Ja. that's actualJy transfonned, it's always been the Western Cape. 

S: Right. 

M: According to the? Can you explain that? 

S: There were a lot of very upper class. very proper. very well brought up women of 

tremendous intellect in Johannesburg who believed that that was the right way that NCW 

should operate, not openly in front of the public, but as we discussed the other day. 

Drawing up memoranda and meeting with people. People were Winnje Hurley ?, she 

was a member ofNCW, Hertha Solomon wasn't though. Bertha Solomon was prepared to 

shout the odds from the rooftops any time but there were a lot of really top class women 

who believed that the way to do it was in a gentlemanly fashion. Perhaps I'm no 

gentlewoman. 

M: But to what extent did you move away from that what you might call quieter 

representation approach in your presidency? 

I think if one is to look through the press here in atal. for instance. during those couple 

of years and compare it with the press in any other presidencies, you'd find that we 

screamed much louder in the press. For instance. one of the issues that we ironicalJytook 

up quite strongly, was the question of detention without trial and my Board made a large 

number of statements about detention without trial, about the right of people to be 

represented while they were in prison, while they're held. About the rights of people to 

appear in court as soon as possible after they had been arrested and so on. Ironic, because 
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as you know my, Jenny was subsequently subjected to the same te1Tible treatment. That 

had always been NCW pol icy and I think if you go through the resolutions that you will 

find specific resolutions passed at conferences about detention without trial. But we got a 

little bit militant and some of the people said our language was intemperate. 

M: The resolutions passed at conferences in previous years. have those been sent to the 

papers, or have those just been kept within NCW. 

S: They were always published in NCW news and the press was always invited to attend the 

conference and attend a post-conference briefing at which they were given the resolutions 

that were passed by the conference. 

M: But you're suggesting at an outside conference there wasn't a tendency to publicise in the 

press? 

S: No. 

M: But you changed that? 

S: Ja,ja. 

M: In your presidential letter in NCW news, of October 1985, you raised the abortion law 

which you said was, quot,~ 'ineffectual and inadequate.' I just wondered ifNCW had a 

policy on abortion and what it was? 

S: lfyou remember that NCW consisted ofinclividual members and a large list of affiliated 

societies, and if you remember that one of the strongest organisations that was affiliated 

to NCW was, in fact, the Catholic Women's League, it was not possible for NCW 

actually to draw up a policy on abortion. The clisagreements were too wide and too deep 

and we had to accept that it was a question that women had to make up for themselves, 

on which they had to make up their own minds. What we did do was to look at the 

existing, during my presiidency, look at the existing abortion act and object to that 

because where a woman was legally entitled to an abortion, the conditions that had to be 

fulfilled were sheer adminjstrative irrational messes that had to be got through, couJd take 

so long that a youngster who had been raped could be beyond the safe. easy quick 

abortion period before anybody had made up their minds. It was a possible. there was an 

appalling case in Cape Town for a person to be in a position where she was legally 

entitled to an abortion and the abortion was granted but through admjnistrative blockages 

in a hospital she would not get it if the Superintendent, Medical Superintendent of the 
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hospital or the professor or the gynaecologist or something. o~jected to abortion. he could 

stop it by simple delaying tactics. So what we tried to do in fact was to look at ways and 

means of aJtering, amending. the abortion act so that where women were entitled to an 

abortion, for incestuous problems or for rape, where the life of the mother was 

endangered, and so on, it could happen smoothly and quickly without terrible traumatic 

delays. But it was not possible to draw up a specific policy on abortion. 

M: Well, you've mentioned that these affiliated societies of which there were many probably 

exercised some limiting effect on NCW. obviously. 

S: 13ut they were an integral pa11 ofNCW, ja. 

M: Did they have voting rights? 

S: They had full votingrights,.ja. Here in Pietermariztburgyou had there on - at the back of 

that little document of ours- on I think our 70th birthday celebration. Any one of those -

how many are there are on that list? 

M: 38. 

S: 38 affiliated societies elected a representative who attended our meetings - elected a 

representative who could be put onto our executive, elected a representative who the 

national office could put onto the National Board of Officers, were full voting members 

of NCW. ln many ways i1t was the first attempt in South Africa to get a big umbrella 

organisation going. Some-thing which the Women's Coalition has tried now. lt worked 

remarkably well for a very Jong time and 1 think the nature of commW1ity politics and the 

nature of NCW's modus vivandi didn't gel by the mid eighties and I think that's why it 

was difficult to get things going and I honestly don't really know what NCW is doing 

now because I resigned after Jenny's trouble. Barbara says I mustn't use the saying '"after 

Jenny's troubles.' that's a Victorian phrase when you're in pregnancy!" (She laughs). 

M: So you resigned from the local branch before it closed ? 

S: No. no I resigned nationally, oh as president. 

S: No, no my term of office of the president is only three years. No 1 resigned in fact 

because NCW had made a tremendous amount of noise about detention without trial. 

about solitary confinement and so on and when Jenny was detained there was no 

statement. And I didn't, Deneys and I didn't get the kind of support from NCW which we 

had expected and it was - it was one of the very few disappointments in reactions to 
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Jenny's incarceration. 

M: Now, Jenny was detained i1n 1987. in September? 

S: Mmm. 

M: How soon after that did yoiu resign from NCW? 

S: 1 think '91 . Dwing the time· ofJenny's incarceration, one was so busy, so deeply involved 

and so heavily traumatised that thlngs like that didn't - one didn't deaJ with outside 

things. 

M: To get back to your presidency, Else, would you like to mention any other aspects to it? 

S: Yes, 1 think one of the ones which we haven't mentioned, was the Quota Bill. As far as 

universities were concerned, if you remember that was 1983, where the government tried 

to start a university quota system based on colour. And having first stated it the demand 

for equal opportunities for all people regardless of race in 1928. Recently carried on with 

that, or in time there is as further attack on? Free ? Education, back we came again with 

the same thing. And at the conference in 1983, the National Counci l of Women sent a 

telegram to the Minister of National Education reaffirming its conviction that all 

universities should be free to admit any s tudent who was academically qualified to profit 

by attending a university and requesting that legislation be introduced to establish this. 

Then came the Quota Bill. and we got very angry about that because we felt that the 

University alone. should h:ave the right and the responsibility to decide on the admission 

of students and that the government had no right on its apartheid system to try to interfere 

with who went to university. So that was one which we dealt with quite s trongly and in 

fact received letters of appreciation from one or two of the universities for our 

intervention on this and the way in which education was done. That was one. It's 

ctifficult for me to remember the o ther ones that happened around that particular time. I 

think we mentioned the Immorality Act, other problems that we were involved in were 

problems of pre-schooling, which has always been a very strong belief ofNCW is that it 

was a terribly important part of the whole education system. So we were particularly 

horrified when the government started cutting back on funding for training of pre-school 

teachers. The local branch here had been involved before 1 was National president. in 

building a creche pre-school at Sweetwaters. 

M: What was it called? 
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S: KwaNomusa Creche and Pre-Primary School. 

M : Does it s till function? 

S: Jt functions, it nms very well, it was built - the NCW was actuaJly approached by the 

KwaNomusa Child Welfare Society, a man called Michael Zondi and a woman called 

Cynthia Bhengu can1e to see us from Sweetwaters to say they needed a pre-primary 

school, could we help, and NCW, 'Maritzburg formed a committee withtheKwaNomusa 

Committee to try and raise funds. design a school building and get going. We eventually 

got funding from the Urban Foundation. 

M: Do you know where the name KwaNomusa came from because Catherine Botha, who 

lived on the Craig's property, which was called Nomusa ... 

S: Nomusa, KwaNomusa means with care, with love. with kindness. KwaNomusa means 

the place where there is kindness. 

M: Do you think there's a link somewhere? 

S: Ja, maybe. But it's quite a common Christian name. 

M: Who runs the school now?' 

S: Cynthia Bhengu is still there as principal, some what - fourteen years later? 

M: And is that a KwaZulu pre-school? 

S: Yes, presumably. It was a very exciting thing and in fact all the papers and photographs 

and things that deal with that project are sti II here, I found them the other day, so you may 

have them. 

M: With ? 

S: (They speak together so that neither is clearly audible). 

M: Thank you. Right. could I mention three aspects of the local region which Pam Arnold 

listed as its three monuments when it closed in 1992, the first was the school you've just 

mentioned at Sweetwaters. The other one was Tembaletu, and the fact sheets she said, by 

Joan Harrison. Would you like to just comment on the last two, Tembaletu and the fact 

sheets. 

S; Tembaletu first. When Pietermaritzburg 2000 was formed, Deneys, my husband, was on 

the education movement, I think it was called, and he produced a paper calling for 

something which he called an education park which wouJd be a centrally situated place 

where people of all races could gather for the purposes of non-formal education; skills 
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training, literacy, all the thjings which might give disadvantaged people a second chance 

at life. As plans for this gel led and matured in people's minds Tony Baird, who was then 

manager of the lmperiaJ Hotel, came to Deneys and a group- a couple of others who were 

involved with him and suggested that we looked at the old Girls Collegiate School, which 

belongs to the Provincial Administration and had been locked up and shut empty for 26 

years, which was sinful. When it looked as though we might be able to approach 

Province, NCW organjseol a conference. a workshop, a weekend workshop. at the 

University, to try to find out from Pietennaritzburg's larger community, wider 

community, what the communities perceived as the ir needs in non-formal education. 

M: What year is that? 

S: That must have been ... no I[ can't tell you, I'll have to look that up, it must have been late 

eighties, but I'm not sure of the year, but l will try and find it. The conference that we ran 

at the University was a series of parallel workshops which ran from the Saturday morning 

to the Sunday afternoon, and in spite of all the - it was at the tum of the height of the 

violence in lmbali and Ede11dale. in spite of that. 75 representatives of various community 

organisations turned up and it really was a most exciting and invigorating day. That was 

organised and run by NCW, we then took those people who were interested, down to 

Tembaletu, to show them what the bwlding looked like. You had to be very careful 

where you walked because of most of the floorboards had been eaten by ants. In order to 

get up the stairs. you had to hang on to the balustrade qwte hard and walk with your feet 

right next to the balusliade because the rest of the staircase was unsafe. It had been 

occupied by vandals, rats and white ants in 26 years, it was a shambles. But Miriam 

Gqubule was the Principal of the Ekhukanyele Home - School - for mentally retarded 

children, was part of that NCW group and her comment when we came out was what 

really guided those of us who became members of the Board of Trustees of Tembaletu. 

She said 'all our lives as Black people we have been given buildings whjch would do or 

buildings which could be converted, or prefabs or garages, or warehouses, or something, 

here is a building with a his tory. here is a building which is beautiful and can be repaired 

and restored. what joy to have this as a centre for non-formal education.' And she named 

it Tembaletu ... 

M: Meaning? 
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S: 'Our hope'. Our hope, our belief. NCW then set up a core committee of about JO or J 2 

of us from the representatives from the Black community, the Indian Women and the 

Coloured Women to try to analyse the results that came out. The University Education 

Department people helped analyse the results and focus Tembaletu onto those particular 

things, that was the beginning of the whole Tembaletu Project. So NCW was very much 

involved in it at that stage, ja. 

M: And in terms of raising fW1ds to get the building into a decent state, how was that 

organised? 

S: That - Deneys got money fmm Mobil, South Africa, to pay the salary of a Director during 

those first formative years, he - it was Bruce McCormack. Then Tony Baird and I went 

to Pretoria to visit embassi1es and what have you. Bruce McCormack visited various 

other people, an approach was made to the European Economic Community, and 

gradually the money came although one is always in the position that people say to you 'it 

sounds a wonderful project, when it's running, come back and we'll see what we can 

fund.' And you keep on s:aying, it's the seed donation that we want, it's the donation 

actually to start restoring the building. Because we got permission from the provincial 

Administration to use the building on the conclition that we restored it to its original state. 

Now that is a condition when we had been told earlier that the bui lding was in such a 

state of disrepair it would be much better to bulldoze it and start again from scratch, 

seemed to me to be an extraordinary statement to make. However. it doesn't mat1er, we 

got to the builwng. Eventually we got the money from the European Community, through 

Khagiso, in Johannesburg. Now anybody who has dealt with Khagiso, knows how slow 

that is. then USATD was priepared to give us money but they - but the Black organisations 

at that stage were very anti--USAID and wouldn't allow us to do it. Simon Gqubule, from 

the Federal Theological Seminary in Imbali, who is now Bishop Gqubule, based in Bisho. 

for that whole of that Eastern Cape area, and a member of the ANC. and his kids were 

always being detained and banned and what have you. He said at a meeting of the Board 

one day 'accept what money we can get. and we'll play it clean.' At that stage also. 

Khagiso said'? you can get money from USAID; and ask to draw up the contract and 

then nobody will complain about you get1ing money from USAfD, and USAID has 

funded us enormously, so has the European Economic Community It cost three and half 
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million to restore that building, but the restoration of the building was done so that it was 

in itself a training exercise, because we trained on the spot unemployed people, who were 

funded by the Department of Manpower, trained them to build with the Sunflower 

Projects part of Murray and Roberts. So they were trained to build, trained to do the 

carpentry, trained to do the painting and what have you and then put actually onto the 

building to do it. So that was out first training exercise. It was great fun. 

M: Do you still lease the building from the Provincial ... ? 

S: Yes, we have a twenty-five year lease with an option at the end of it. 

M: And are you still a trustee? 

S: Yes. 

M. Are you happy with the way it's functioning? 

S: 1 think it's very, very exciting. Every time I go in there and see the flow of people in and 

out and the - the atmosphere in Tembaletu is fascinating, the atmosphere is 'tt's our 

place. It belongs to us.' Wlnether you're Black or White, or Pink or Purple, there is this 

feeling 'it's our place.' And it really is quite a remarkable place to be inside. l thiak they 

feel that it's all been worth it - but we've got off NCW a bit haven't we? 

M: The third aspect of the local regional. The fact sheets. produced by Joan Harrison. 

S: Ah, they were not produced by Joan Harrison at the beginnjng, in the beginning, the first 

one was one called ··The red stamp in your reference book". Do you remember the red 

stamp in your reference book? Jt was a dreadful thing, if you didn't have a red stamp 

from the local Bantu Affairs Department in your reference book. you didn't have Section 

l O rights, so you couldn't li1ve or work in the prescribed area and you had to see to it that 

you had Section l O rights. So the very first one we did was an insert which we put into 

NCW news, written in basic English, translated into Afrikaans, Zulu, Sotho, Tswana, I 

trunk that's right ?? And i!fl each case written so that the ordinary person in the street. 

avoiding the academic language which you so often get from interpreters and translators, 

written in ordinary everyd:ay language. basic information on why the first red stamp in 

your reference book was important. 

M: What date was that? 

S: This is November, 1984 rund that was the first one. 

M: So that is the fact sheets were started when you were President in other words. 
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S: Ja,ja 

M: Oh. I see. 

S: We then covered things like nutrition, baby feeding we covered things like why children 

had to have injections, we covered things like how to catch your rain water and save your 

rain water. We covered things like domestic workers' rights, they ran for a number of 

years and there were a lot of them, and they really were very, very popular. They were 

distributed through NCW news, through a very affiliated society in the country who was 

sent bundles of them, the Bantu Affairs Department, I think it was then called, it might 

have been Plural Affairs by that time. here I always had stacks of them which they 

distributed. All sorts of organisations, churches, Ubunye House, Sash's Africa Office, 

distributed these Lrungs - th1:!y were marvellous. They were started, they were originally 

done by Bridget Louws, Bridget Morell as she then was and Anne - we clid the fust few 

and then a committee was formed and later on Joan Harrison took over from Bridget as 

organfaer of that committee and she did all the ones after. Biddy left here when she 

married Angus Rose, and that's when Joan Harrison took over and she did the rest of it. 

M: Did they continue until the local region closed? 

S: Ja. 

M: '92? 

S: Ja. 1n fact, as far as I remember from Pam Arnold's statement, at the stage at which the 

local region closed, that fund still had enough money to produce a few more fact sheets 

and I think Joan Harr1son produced 3 or 4 more after the local region closed. which was 

sent to the Editorial Board to put into the NCW news. 

M: Do you know if any other region ofNCW has since then continued with the fact sheets? 

S: No, I don't think so. I don"t think so. The other interesting document which was done 

during my presidency was that the National Council of Women of Port Elizabeth 

produced a communication booklet which was to help different language groups in South 

Africa taJk to each other. It was a very basic prayer book in Afrikaans, English, North 

Sotho, South Sotho, Tswana, Xhosa and Zulu and that went into 5 or 6 or 7 reprints. it 

was very popular. It was particularly popular with industry. who used it to help with 

communication inside the·ir own factories. It was a useful little booklet. 

M: Else would you like to taJlk about some of the people who were involved in the locaJ 
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NCW? 

S: Ja., well , we've mentioned Gladys Terry - not Gladys Terry, Gladys (she means Gwyn) 

Barrett, Mrs Barren, Tony Barrett's mother: the other person that one would like to 

remember particularly was Dorothy Feltham, who was a Secretary to the branch here for 

many. many years. She was on the executive for years, now she was secretary of the 

YWCA and she was a member ofNCW because she was YWCA's representative on 

NCW. She was? She was indefatigable she never seemed to get tired, even in her later 

years when her memory wasn't quite so hot, she still worked without ceasing, she was 

quite marvellous. A lady with a temper. mm, but a very remarkable person. Then there 

was Lillia Scou, who was tlhc Women' lnstitute's representative on NCW; the Women' 

Institute was affiliated to NCW. 

M: They're not each given a nap, they have a general... 

S: They have a general representative from the Federation • what was that called? The 

Federation of Women' lnstiitutes I think it was cal led. and she was on that and then she 

was on the NCW Committee for a long time. The person I would like to mention in 

particular although she doeim't live in Pietermaritzburg, but she was- very much a part of 

our scene, I can refer to her as an old lady, because she's about 10 or 15 years older than I 

am. so she must be 86, 87, now, she hasn't stopped yet, she's stjl) busy, and that's Joan 

Hempson. Joan Hempson lives in what she calls Botha's Hill. Joan Hempson has. ever 

since I've known her and that's about 30 years, been completely fearless, as regards 

physical safety, completely fearless as regards people's opinion of her; she has only 

believed in one thing and that was that it was her duty to try to make life better for other 

people. She has sheltered hundreds of people fleeing from government officials, fleeing 

from latterly the violence in the valley. She lives on the edge of the valley and is 

considered by the people who live in the valley as part of that committee. She is a 

remarkable person with a wonderful courage. I had the greatest respect for her. Here in 

'Maritzburg I th ink we mentioned Mrs Morgans. who was the lady who bullied me into 

joining NCW, she was president for a number of years, Mrs Barren wasn't Gwyneth, 

Gladys. it was Mrs Terry, who was a City Councillor. and a fonnidable lady and a lady 

with a lovely. beautiful sense of humour, but a very tough lady indeed, really somebody 

to be frightened of. The there was old Mrs von Klemperer, Hubert van Klemperer's 
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mother was Treasurer ofNCW for many, many years and kept the books immaculately, a 

very gracious lady, a very cbiarming lady, always beautifully groomed, lovely person. She 

ran the books and if you didn't pay your subscription on time, you got a very gentle, but 

very finn reminder from Mrs von Klempererthat she didn't expect that sort of thing from 

you, would you please pay up. Eleanor Russell, of course, she was on the NCW and 

branch president here for a number of years and she was national president of NCW, I 

can't remember what year that was in, that was before I got involved in it. Then there 

were the Brody sisters. Dr Dorothy Brody, and her sister, Barbara, who was very much in 

Dorothy's shadow. Dorothy was a very powerful person involved in a tremendous 

breadth of activities in Pietermaritzburg. She was Chairperson, Chairwoman here up 

until l took over from her as local branch president and had been branch president for too 

long. Ooe shouldn't be a leader of an organisation for that length of time - it kills the 

organisation, but she's a rernarkable person; highly educated, very much aware of what 

was going on in the community. Her sister Barbara- I don't think Barbara was actually 

mentally deficient, l think Barbara was socially deficient in that she was too much in the 

shadow of her sister. She was also a delightful person, always came to every meetif\g, 

long after Dorothy died, Barbara would stilJ come to meetings, even when she was so 

infirm that she had to be aiccompanied by a nurse, she still came to meetings, qujte a 

remarkable person. But I think we've mentioned some of the members, Mrs Van Wyk 

and Mrs Kunene, I think those are the ones that T would really 1ike to have on record. 1 

don't know that I mentioned Pearl Ntuli. 

M: Briefly. 

S: Did I, then good, she should. be remembered, she was a lecturer, yes we did talk about her 

- a lecturer at the Edendale Tech. 

M: Was she on your committee? 

S: No, she wasn't, she was Chairwoman of the Edendale Branch of the National Council of 

African Women for years and years and years. So she was my Edendale counterpart 

when I was Chairperson of the 'Maritzburg branch and we are still very great friends and 

we still see each other periodically. Nice person. 

M: And to what extent have you had to travel around the country while you were president? 

S: Ah, yes, it was expected that the National President would visit every branch in the 
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country at least once during her presidency. And since we had, when I took over. 

something like 26 branches, one did a lot of travel ling, it was possible to visit branches 

on a regional basis. J remember very clearly that Middelburg, Cape was a difficult one. 

Because it's not easy to gel lo Midde lburg, Cape from anywhere, it's not en route to 

anything, you have to make a special trip, but you could go for instance to see East 

London, Port Elizabeth, Albany and Port Alfred, all in one weekend sort of thing - they 

would all arrange the meetings at the same tjme and you could see .... so you couJd see all 

those groups in one visit, tlhey could arrange that, but it was difficult for places like 

Kimberly but then you could do it on a long line. [ mean you could go and visit the 

Tweespruit branch at Westminster, you could then go onto Bloemfontein ...... 

End of first side 

Second side 

S: ... (the tape begins halfway through a sentence?) We had a time when we were trying to 

persuade Frank Martin for instance here in Pietennaritzburg, who was on the NPA. he 

was the United Party, that wasn1 t called the United Party by then, he was on that and we 

tried to persuade him that wlhat would be sensible was to stop building great big Kremlin 

class hospital palaces, and build large numbers of day clinics and day hospitals instead, a 

system which has been used to such good effect in the Cape. And we tried desperately 

hard here; we had a number of meetings with him and his MECs, we got nowhere, he 

wanted his vast hospitals and that was that. So anyway, it was a lot of traffic. 

M: Did you find yourself meeting local bureaucrats, like Frank Martin, qwte important? 

S: Yes, very often. It's indicative of the fact that people like that knew that NCW did in fact 

represent a large number of people and had a strength and if you asked people like that to 

come and address a meeti.ng, they came. So if we asked Frank Martin, 'phoned him up 

and said 'we're worried about ... ' there was the question of the transportation of people on 

the backs of open trucks, which NCW was angiy about, with no sides to thetruck,just fill 

the truck up with people and then go off, swerve at a comer, half of them went off. And 

we asked Frank Martin to1 come to a meeting to discuss with us the possibility of 
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legislation, or if there was legislation. the implementation of that legislation to have it 

compulsory that some kind of sides had to be on the truck before it was allowed to be 

used for transport. He came. When we 'phoned him and said we were worried about all 

these hospitals, they want day hospitals, and asked him to come and speak to the branch, 

he came. Now 1 think that's indicative of the fact that the people who were running 

things, knew that we existedl, that we were quite a powerful organisation. What it was 

not necessary for the National President to do was to trek all the way down to Cape Town 

to go and speak to national ministers, although we - I did go to Pretoria on the odd couple 

of occasions, because you h:ad in Cape Town. your national advisor on legislation, that 

was Margaret Lindsay, who looked at and criticised every Bill that was scheduled to 

come before parliament and sent us an opinion on it. She had a legal and sociological 

group there. so there were the people who spoke to the ministers down there. There were 

other presidents who did find the time to trek down to Cape Town with their deputations, 

I didn't. 

M: How did you find dealing with these top bureaucrats? 

S: They were very good at the s:oft answer, it's very, very difficult to pin them down. Gerri t 

Viljoen was one of the few ministers that we dealt with who actually seemed to listen to 

what you had to say and actually discussed and argued with you on the points that you 

raised. There was a tendency, I think when a government has been in power so long, 

you've got arrogant people. Whether they look arrogant or not, it's just part of their 

system, they didn't really discuss with you. They would meet a deputation and mostly 

they said 'ja,ja,ja'. But some of them did actually discuss it. 

M: Did you find this quite frustrating? 

it's very frustrating, it's very frustrating as I'm sure Sash has just as well had numerous 

meetings with people in power and no comeback. 

M: Looking back over the years of NCW and its policy of working behind the scenes by 

making representations to the government ministers, do you think that policy was 

feasible, effective, valid? 

S: I think it was very effective and did produce an enormous amount of change up to 

possibly the early sixties. Looking through the record books, one finds an enormous 

wedge of stuff which wentthrough that was NCW pushed. during the twenties, during the 
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thirties, during the forties. During the fifties, and then it started to tail off and f think that 

is when you have the arrival of a government that is so busy entrenching itself, itdoesn't

it believes that it no longer needs to listen to what is going on. There were still things 

that were effective, as long as they didn't impinge upon the separationist policies. So that 

one could get health mat1ers looked at, one could get water matters looked at, one could 

get all sorts of things, as long as they did not touch apartheid. 

M: Else, you resigned from NCW in the late eighties. lt closed, lhe work branch closed in 

1992, do you know why? 

S: Simply a question of less arnd less people turning up to meetings, less and less people 

being prepared to hold office, and 1 think that was just a same thing that was happening 

to so many organisations. It was sad. but it simply didn't rw1 any more. 

M: And when did you again become actively involved in the Black Sash? 

S; After Jenny's release, she was given indemnity in '91, we then started trying to pick up 

the rather shattered pieces of our lives. It simply became necessary for me to get 

involved in something. I've always had to be involved in something and [ don't find 

sit1ing around, running the house terribly fulfilling, although J enjoy it and it was just a 

question of wanting to get involved in something. I've always admired Sash, I think Sash 

has done a fantastic job in this country, so it seemed Sash was the natural place to go. 

M: And what exactly did you get involved in? 

S: I was invited to come along as - I suppose - in an advisory capacity as the wise old lady, 

which I think is more or Jess what [ was doing until the Women Coalition was just about 

to get going here, after a very sticky start, at which stage Sash pushed me into agreeing to 

take on the Chair of the Wornen's Coalition. So from then on I was more involved in the 

Coalition than the actual Sash work. 

M: So you've been Chairperson of the local Women's Coalition, on behalf of Sash. 

S: Ja, on behalf of the - ja. 

M: And how have you fow1d that to be. 

S: That was very exciting, that: really was very exciting indeed. It's got a bit thin latterly I 

think post the election period people had started thinking 'Oh well, I've run around and 

pushed so hard and fought so hard for so many years, things are happening now. we've 

handled the election, the mjracle has happened, I don't want to run around.' And it is 
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getting difficult to get people to attend meetings. We found that we run workshops on 

specific issues such as domestic violence, or what we did recently, lna Cronje came to 

speak to us about the constitiution. People come, but ordinary monthly meeting sort of 

thing where you come and discuss the general business of the coalition. people don't 

come. And I think that's happened to a lot of organisations. 

M: What has been the business of the Local Women's Coalition? 

S: ( think the biggest thing that we were involved in from the beginning was trying to make 

women aware of the fact that they had rights as people and our involvement in two issues. 

one was voter education for the general election last year. Educating women, trying to 

free women from the tyranny- of their husbands who tell them how to vote. That was one 

involvement. The other one was the rea lly exciting involvement in gathering information 

which led to the publication of the Women's Charter. That was - I think- without doubt, 

the biggest participatory research project that's been held in this country. Sheila 

Meintjies of the Sociology department at Wits and the lady who is now head ofSABC? 

M: Oh that's ... 

S: ? Khasibule? They headed the research team they had a number of people like Cathy 

Albertyn, who's a lawyer, and various people like that. And sociologists, and social 

workers. They say that in all something over a million women gave an input into that 

research project. 

M: Was it written and verbal? 

S: Written, verbal. all sorts of things. It went from focus groups, where women were trained 

to run focus group and toured the country, we sent four people from here to Johannesburg 

lo be trained as focus group facilitators. We would then go around, set up a focus group 

of ten or twelve women, interview them, talk with them, discuss with them, see what 

their fears and their hopes were and record all that informatfon. 

M: That was locally? 

S: Right across the country, and we ctid ours locally, yes. So it went from that kind of thing 

to multiple question questirnnnaires, which were circulated to workshops and meetings at 

which we collected information to, of all things, a chain letter. We actually received from 

Head Office, a chain letter. on which you were asked to fill in what your worries and 

hopes and fears were and what you thought ought to be included in the Women Charter. 
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And one must never be lost. One woman somewhere from central KwaZulu sent in a 

request that men should be allowed to have a number of wives because there weren't all 

lhat number of men. If it was right that there were more women than men, then women 

were just going to have to share the men around. r thought that was delightful. And so I 

think that was the really major involvement and that was tremendously exciting. 

M : Where did you hold your me:etings? 

S: At TembaJetu, at Tembaletu. 

M: Did you have any trouble. getting people. women from the townships to come to these 

meetings? 

S: No, not only from the townships, we had a weekend conference which was actually held 

at the University because Tembaletu was fuJI, which we had women from Dundee. 

women from Nqutu, Ladysmith, women from Himeville, women from all overthe place. 

lmpendle. 

M: And who funded all the transport and accommodation? 

S: The Central National Coalition of Women' Coalition had money from various 

international funding organisations and we budgeted that we could run a conference for 

so much and got the money from headquarters and paid the transport for these women to 

come. 

M~ Are you s1ill involved? 

S: No, yes I am, but I'm trying to retrench myself from everything except Tembaletu. J think 

('ve - l think at 73, in two weeks time, I could do with a bit of a rest. Soja, I am involved 

but I'm getting out. 

M: And your political party involvement - do you want to talk about that? 

S: Right, I must try to keep that one very brief. I was a foundation member of the Liberal 

Party when that was formed, joined it in Johannesburg. When I wasn't actively involved 

in that, in fact Selby Msimang, who is a very famous Pietermaritzburg character, and I 

were at a conference, given twenty-four hours to produce an agricuJtw-al policy, which we 

did . It shocked the rest of the. members, but we said that the land belonged to the country 

and if a farmer didn't farm his land properly. it should be taken away from him and be 

given to somebody who would. That was the core of our policy. but anyway ... 

M: Sorry, did you make any other claims about how the first Black persons should be 
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returned to land? 

S: Yes,ja, we did. r don't know where that document is, J suppose it's in some archives 

somewhere, but it may just have been torn up. I don't know. Then when the Liberal Party 

closed down and I felt that I had a bit of a gap in my party political involvement, I joined 

the Progressive Party, when that was formed. And, no I didn't join when it was formed. I 

joined it in 1974, when I was :asked ifl would be a candidate in the Provincial election of 

that year. 1 said that I was not a member of the Progressive Party, so r was asked 'Well, 

will you join it quickly and then will you stand?' And eventual ly I did agree to stand, sol 

stood in that election, which was a very interesting experience, not one that I would ever 

wish to repeat. 

M : Who were you competing against. 

S: Frank Martin! (She chuckles) It was a flying of flags sort of an exercise, I mean there was 

no ways that anybody was going to beat Frank Martin in those days, he was very, very 

firmly set and in spite of a lot of problems that one had with Martin. he was a good MEC. 

He did his job wel I and hard, l disapproved of some of his policies, but he did work hard. 

but there was no hope. It was an interesting experience. 

M: Did you enjoy it? 

S: I enjoyed it tremendously. 1 really did, I enjoyed it very much indeed, until Ian Balfour, 

who was standing for Parliament, they were running in twos those days. withdrew and 

Ray Swart tried to persuad(:: me to give my support to - what was that man's name? 

Gerdner. Do you remember Gerdner? Gerdner. 

M: Theo? 

S: Gerdner, Theo Gerdner was running in that election for parliament and Ray Swart 

suggested that having lost my running mate. it might have been a good idea ifl suggested 

to the public that they should vote for Gerdner, to which I objected very strongly. l had 

spent the whole of the campaign that far talking about how useless he was and I was not. 

at that stage, prepared to swing around and say 'Oh, he 's great; come on vote for him.' So 

Ray Swart and I had a major fallout at that stage. So that was the involvement which was 

great fun. and l enjoyed it and I didn't realise until it was over about four or five days 

after it was over. I started to shake and that was when I realised how exhausted one was 

that that kind of thing really is a most exhausting performance ? 
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M: Yes. You didn't do a lot of public speaking??? 

S: l had to do a lot of public speaking. 

M: House visits. 

S: House visits. None of which I mind, I like meeting people and talking to people, and 

finding out what makes them tick, trying to persuade them that the wrong thing is making 

them tick, that's - it's fun. Really? Fun. 

M: And did you find you were in agreement with most of the Prog Party policies that were 

... ? 

Most of it, yes. most of it. We differed on one or two issues and [ simply said 'tihere I 

differ with the Progressive Pauty, on particular issues, such as the franchise. I will not talk 

about the Progressive Party's policy on that particular issue. 

M: And they were never raised publicly with you? 

S: When they were raised publicly with me. I suggested that the other person present might 

like to answer that question, but I was not prepared to toe a party line to that extent. 

M: And did that not encourage you to participate more actively in party politics after that? 

S: It did. and for quite a while I was involved, there was a stage at which l was Deputy 

Chair, or Vice-Chairman, or whatever it was of the Party for Natal. I was Vice-Chair of 

the Pietennaritzburg North constituency. I was on the Provincial Committee for quite a 

long time and then 1 decided that perhaps NCW gave me more scope because I agreed 

with all the NCW policy, I didn't have reservations about NCW policy. It was so 

absolutely straightforward, the people are people and that's all there is to it. So when I 

was asked if Natal Midlands would take over the National Presjdency of NCW. I 

withdrew from involvement xn party politics and did the other one instead, which in many 

ways was much more fulfilling. 

M: And your current political affiliation? 

S: I resigned from the Democratic Party at the beginning oflast year. I could not reconcile 

my conscience with statements that were being made by Zac de Beer about communists 

under every bed that one had .. It seemed to me that there was a veiled, sometimes not so• 

veiled 'swart gevaar' background to the statements that were being made by the DP 

leaders and l objected very strongly to some of the posters that were being put up. So 

when we - I'd had my fill, I wrote to Zac de Beer and regretfully resigned. Gave him 
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reasons and got a very strange letter back which he didn't understand at al l. In fact he 

said he was very shocked to find that my - agreed with the ANC's violent approach to 

politics. Where he sucked th:at out of his thumb, l don't know, which is a pity because I 

admire Zac de Beer in many ways. but J thought that was terrible and the present 

leadership doesn't attract me at all. 

M: And have you joined any oth,er party? 

S: [ haven't, no I haven't, I probably won't now. At the age of73 to go looking into a new 

political party, again, it's a bit far ... My children are amused - they're both members of 

the ANC, both the girls, and of the SACP. and they think it's amusing. But anyway. there 

we are. 

M: Else, I was wondering. could you just discuss. as far as you wish to go, Jenny's detention 

and what effect it might have: had on you? For instance, she was detained in September 

1987, under Section 29 of the Internal Security Act, and I just wondered if you had any 

intimation of how deeply she was involved in the ANC, or iftrus came as a tremendous 

shock to you? 

S: Section 29 comes as the almost unbearable shock to anybody who knows what Section 29 

is. The fact that Jenny was being sought by the police, that I knew. Suspected because. 

oh, possibly a year or more b•~fore that, Jenny had said to me 'If they ever detain me, you 

will know immediately.' I got that - what was said?? So I knew that there was a 

possibility I did know that sh,e had been looked for at various stages. I did know that she 

came to a meeting in Natal 01n an aircraft booking which was not in her name, for a long 

time, for a year. perhaps even more, before she was detained. telephone conversations 

with Jenny happened in the middle of the night. when the 'phone would ring and I'd dash 

to the 'phone knowing it was Jenny and would have a brief conversation. There is 

nothing so useful as the family code. you can talk to a very close member of your family 

wjthout other people knowing what you are talking about, because allusions are common. 

Sometimes she would say. take a number, nothing more, nothing more than 'take a 

number' and I'd write down the number and then she'd ring off and I'd wait a moment and 

then ring that number aod Jenny's voice would answer at the other end and we would talk 

family chat. So there was a very distinct fear in our minds, all of us in the family that 

Jenny was going to be caught Barbara, our other daughter, had already had an appalling 
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incident with the Security Po 1lice. When she was coming back, and she was at that stage 

not a member of the ANC. Barbara is a pacifist and she could not take part in a campaign 

of non-violence and she was stopped coming back from Botswana, and her car was 

searched and somebody had said to her 'Oh you're going to Johannesburg? Take this 

beautiful letter for my boyfriend. And the kid did and it contained pamphlets for Hero's 

Day. or something. So she found herself spending eight hours at the wrong end of a rifle, 

while the police interrogated her. So we had already had shock number one. But that 

morning when that appalling voice on the 'phone said 'Mrs Schreiner, we are 'phoning to 

tell you that we have detained your daughter Jennifer. under Sec1ion 29.' That was an 

almost unhandleable shock. 

M: Section 29, is that detention for .. 

S: Section 29 is solitary confinement for the purpose of interrogation. And it is, was, in the 

first instance for six months but it could be extended if the Security Police could 

convince the Minister that they had reason to believe that this person had information 

which they needed and was not cooperating, it could be extended and extended and 

extended. And solitary confinement, as it applied to those people and Jenny was not the 

first. by any means, and I kno,w this happened to thousands of other families, it meant no 

communication with your family or your friends, no letters, it meant no reading material. 

notrung, nothing. nothing to ,occupy your hours. It meant that the only contacts you had 

in the time that you were detained, until the end of that detention. was the Security Police 

and its minions. You were v isited by, or supposed to be visited, by a Magistrate, or an 

Inspector of Detainees, she was visited by an Inspector of Detainees who was totally 

uninterested in her conditiorn. She was visited by the various people that the law says, 

must visit as a safeguard for 1the detainee. It didn't help her at all. The interrogation and 

the psychological tonure. arid the physical torture, and the threats of further physical 

torture got so bad that in January, she tried to commit suicide. 

M: Was it January '88? 

S: January '88 and in fact lande:d in hospital and was in hospitaJ for eight or ten days. 

M: Were you allowed to see her? 

S: We were - I'm not sure why, but we were allowed. When the two South African Police 

chaps, you know, ordinary unifo1med police turned up here to say that they had been 
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asked to come and tell us that our daughter was in hospital, we assumed assault. One did. 

one assumed assault. They could te11 us nothing more and told us to 'phone Colonel -

whose name 1 have forgotten,. in Pretoria, whicb I did. And he said that our daughter had 

been hospitalised suffering firom low blood pressure. Jenny has not suffered from low 

blood pressure. The only way she could have low blood pressure, is if she bad been 

traumatised. So after much yelling and screaming over the telephone, not really 

screaming, but figuratively screaming, he said he would speak to the Brigadiers and 

'phoned back forty-five long interminable minutes later to say yes I could go, when did 1 

intend going. And I said my husband and I will leave on the very first plane. He said. 

'Oh your husband wants to go as well, does he?' Then the whole process started all over 

again and this was all part of the harassment of the people involved. It was very fortunate 

in that we had a very tightly knit family and our children and Deneys' brother, and sister

in-law and what have you, were amazingly supportive and strong in what they gave us. 

Other people were not so fortunate. The continual harassment by the Security Police who 

never left you alone. Jenny - that route. that whole episode finally ended in the early 

1991 , nearly four years of destruction. The whole of that period one knew that one was 

being listened to wherever you were. We knew our house was bugged. We were visited 

by the Security Police a week after we arrived in Cape Town when Jenny came out of 

solitary confinement and was sent to Polsmoor Prison and we knew then that she was 

going to go to court, so we nnshed down to Cape Town to a house. Fortunately we had a 

house, 1 had a house in Cape: Town, which we bad bought for Jenny in 1987 when she 

said '1 can't live the way I'm living any more, if I did offer a house, can you do so? 

Bought the house; unfortunately they picked her up jn that dreadful flat two weeks before 

she was due to move into thi~ house. But we had a house, with an unlisted telephone -

when the Security Police visited us a week after we arrived there - Colonel, two thugs, 

walked in. The Colonel paused in the lounge, and looked round saw the telephone and 

drew his minion's's attention with a jerk of the head to the fact that there was a telephone 

in the corner. From that moment on we knew that there were people at the other end of 

the telephone. We assumed that our motor car was bugged and there were reasons why 

we assumed the motor car was bugged, but let's not go into that. You couldn't talk in 

your house, not only us, it's aJI the others, when you talk in your house, when you talk in 
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your car, surveillance systems were so superb that you couldn't talk in your garden. If we 

had things we wanted to discu1ss, we went to Muizenberg and we walked up and down the 

beach. Because the susurration of the waves interferes and you can't hear unless you're 

right next to the person, so they can't pick you up. Or we went walking in the forests in 

Table Mountain, where you had the same kind of sussing background noise, which 

interferes. Apart from that you knew that you were being followed and listened to all the 

time. 

M: But this must have been very oppressive and very stressful. 

S: Very stressful, very stressful. But we had more resources than some of1he other parents 

of that group. The group was fifteen, one was removed because he - they said that he 

was going to tum state evidence. in fact he refused to give evidence so he was imprisoned 

separately and then there were fourteen and those fourteen families, whether they are 

parents, or a husband, or the kids, were all similarly traumatised and for some of them it 

was - for all of us it was an appalling experience, but for some it was worse. 

M: So the ripple effects were quite profound. 

S: Quite profound, ja. One poor woman, the mother of accused number three. Munga 

Yengeni's (?) mother, was a domestic worker in East London. She was sacked by the 

people that she had worked for fourteen years because they couldn't employ somebody 

whose daughter was a terrorist. And she said 'My daughter is not a terrorist, how can you 

say that.' 'No, the paper says she's a terrorist.' So she was sacked, so the ramifications of 

that kind of event are appalling. it goes much wider than one thinks of. 

M: Did you set up some kfod of support group with these families. 

S: Yes, there was a very powerful support group developed, support from other parts of the 

country and l must mention here that the Pieterrnaritzburg Detainees own support group 

was very supportive. We got postcards from them every now and then, because we 

virtually lived in Cape Town for that four years. We used to come up to 'Maritzburg 

every now and then to see that the house was still standing with our poor domestic staff 

who had to cope with the house and the dogs and what have you. But they were still 

standing, but mostly we lived in Cape Town and the support group was sticky at the 

beginning. As far as we were concerned, we had one appalling experience which was 

when a very beautiful young., Muslim lass who worked with one of the firms of lawyers 
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there, said to us 'Don't think that because you're white, you're going to get any kind of 

specialist treatment here.' No,w this was? As you can imagine ? I had. But anyway, we 

forgot about her. but the question, the problem was that there were fourteen people in 

detention, we assumed incomectly, as it turned out, that they knew each other. Very few 

of them had ever met before and the same was true of the parents of the families. None 

of them knew each other, I think there were two groups that knew each other, or three 

groups that knew each other. The rest of us were all strangers to each other so we had to 

start from scratch and build up a support group where some were illiterate .... where the 

people ranged from those wlho were illiterate through to us academics, people of all 

classes and people of all sorts of social involvement so it was very difficu.Jt to try to get 

that group cohesive, but we did after a while. And it really became a very strong group, 

very strong group. One of llhe problems that had to be dealt with was not only the 

emotional breakdown but the fact that most of them didn't have any money so one had to 

look at the question of how one was going to keep these people going. Fortunately our 

son and daughter-in-law in London formed a support group in London which was known 

as the Yengeni Trialists Defence Group, UK. and they raised a lot of money in Britain by 

holding play readings, poetry readings, jumble sales and all sorts of things and sent out 

thousands. Because we not only had to find money to look after the families but the 

detainees also had to be fed when they were in court because there are no provisions to 

feed them, and I think you .lmow - you've been probably more involved in feeding them 

here, but feeding fourteen people, five days a week for three years is quite an expensive 

affair. Money had to be raised, so there were all sorts of things. 

M: Was money raised in South Africa? 

S: A lot of money was raised in South Africa, a lot was, and the DPSC, after an irutial 

period of objecting to the forrna6on of the Yengeni Trialists Support group was they said 

we ought to just be members of the DPSC, and we had to explain to them why it was 

necessary for those particular people to belong to a specific support group which was 

themselves. Originally they tried virtually to blackmail us out of that into joining with 

the DPSC by saying 'You get no money if you don't join the DPSC.' But we succeeded in 

persuading them that that was un acceptable, then they did support us. And various 

church groups and some money can1e from embassies and so on So we did, as I say. 
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collect money here as well, and that support group became quite a remarkable experience. 

But the trawnas were very, very deep, very deep. We all suffered from a Lack of sleep, or 

didn't sleep, because we all wanted to be alert in court, and we were all in court every 

damn day that the court sat for those three years. We didn't want to take sleeping tablets 

and things because you want~:d to be alert, you wanted to know what was happening. It 

was a very terrible experience. It was a very terrible expetience in this country for 

thousands of people. 

M: To what extent, do you think those family members needed some sort of therapy after 

that? 

S: They needed therapy during it, and they got it because the Social Workers Association in 

Cape Town, the Social Workers Group on the UCT campus and on the University of 

Durban-Westville and the alternative social workers groups, they all provided 

counsellors, who counselled those families right through the whole of those three years. 

The backup work that was done by those counsellors was marvellous. 

M: Was that voluntary? 

S: Voluntary, ja. 

M: That's fantastic. 

S: They made time available. Our little house just happened to be on the route from 

Polsmoor Prison across to Atlhlone and so on where most of the families lived since there 

were only the Gi ffards from East London, and the Schreiners from Pietermaritzburg who 

were White and everybody el.se lived that side of town. So the Saturday mornings, visit 

Polsmoor Prison and then aH gather on the Lawn at the Schreiner's little cottage which 

became known as 'iLanga isu pumele.1 'The sun will rise', and have teas, and people 

brought cakes and brought biscuits and there were chips and things and the kids all came 

and we needed it, we needed it desperately because we needed to put away the trauma of 

the prison. Don't touch, for years we never touched Jennifer, you sat on one side of a 

glass partition and she was on the other side and the only pseudo touch you could get was 

to put your hand on the glass and she'd put her hand on he glass and gradually you felt 

warmth from one to the othe:r. We were given one contact visit with Jenny during the 

three years that she was in Polsmoor. 

M: Was that when she was on? 
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S: No, that was in Polsmoor, the hospital visit we did we were allowed to hug her. we sat 

with her. we saw her twice. om the Saturday morning and the Sunday morning and when 

we leH, Captain - oh what was that terrible man's name? Said to us '[ hope you 

understand that our hands are ,:::Jean.' And I think that is why we were allowed a visit. that 

we could not say that she was in hospital because she had been assaulted, but at the same 

time we saw those terrible bruises on her neck and her elbows. and we wondered, but her 

eyes were always 'Don't ask questions.' and you were never alone so you couldn't ask 

questions. Ja. I don't think any of us will ever understand the depths of the traumas that 

are produced in the prisoners and in the fami I ies and how many thousands of people there 

are all over this country who have been traumatised to that extent. and greater. People 

whose children, husbands. wives. died in detention. it's an appalling hi story. 

M: And it takes years for this really to be worked through one's system. if ever. 

S: I don't think it ever gets worked out. Jenny who is now a member of parliament. is a 

bright cheerful happy person with a lovely little boy of three and halC I know that she 

still, every now and then goes right back down to the bottom of that pit. Barbara does, 

we do. So everybody else who went through the same kind of traumas does. 

M: But looking back, what you have described it as quite a contradictory experience. on the 

one hand it was the trauma and the stress. but on the other hand you're talking about quite 

a lot of support, from local women' groups, from the DPSC, from this overseas fund and 

from the group itself. so when you look back do you see any positive experiences coming 

out of this trauma. 

S: If you can look at anything quite that horrible and say 'Yes there were positive things'. 

yes, yes we became aware of how many wonderful people there are and became aware 

that most people were shock~:d and supportive. We had expected a lot of abuse. We did 

have abusive phone calls, including the one that one expected, that the woman who 

'phoned from Cape Town and said 'I'm afraid to have to break the news to you that your 

daughter died this morning during interrogation.' Ja, I knew it was going to come, some 

time, because everybody has had it, but it doesn't alter the shock, this may be the one 

that's true. There were the abusive calls which one shrugged off, but what did matter 

were the calls that came from people one didn't know very well, who 'phoned to say how 

horrified they were. that they were aware of the danger and they just wanted you to know 
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that they were there. hoping with you. A lot of them were religious people. said they 

were praying for you. From that point of view, yes, one became aware of the fact that 

people were marvellous. And the most marvellous of all was a woman called Ellen 

Maree, she's since married, who was one of the police women who was out to guard 

Jenny in the prison cell. in Parow Police Station. And she objected to what was going on 

so one day ... they are not supposed to talk to Jenny. And there was a time when Jenny 

was in solitary confinement for eight weeks. nobody said a word to her. the interrogators 

didn't come to speak to her -· nobody spoke to her - that is an appalling thought. But 

Ellen o~jected to what was happening, so she came into Jenny's cell one morning and 

said quietly 'I' ve brought you some pencils and a piece of paper, a paper and pen, would 

you like to write to your mother and father?' Jenny was horrified, she assumed it was a 

trap, the letter arrived here, when it arrived. we assumed it was a trap, but it wasn't and 

she did it again, and she did it again, she did it five times, this wonderful woman. They 

found her, they caught her and they tortured her. When I wrote to her after it was all over 

and thanked her for what she had done she srud 'No it was just a little thing I did.' And 

'Yes they treated me terribly and I can't think of that awful old man without going cold, 

but perhaps it was just God making me grow up a little bit.' A remarkable woman, and 

that is the only positive thing~ but it's a big positive thing, the world is full of marvellous 

people. 

M: Thank you, Else. thank you very much indeed. 

There is nothing else on this side. 
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